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Introduction
Coaching Is a Strategy and a Choice (Not a Chore)
Coaching requires that a manager take some responsibility for an employee's performance
gap, and commit the time, resources and energy to work with the employee to bridge that
gap.
Alas, up to 90% of managers have no desire to coach. It is a chore. They are focused upon
advancement, focused upon day-to-day tasks, or are responsible for revenue generation and
see coaching as taking them away from that priority. A good many dread coaching: they
foresee a potentially emotionally charged conversation with a low performer.
When it is managed badly, coaching has all of those faults. But eﬀective coaching can be
learned, as can any other skill. When it is done eﬀectively, signiﬁcant beneﬁts such as being
able to delegate more tasks and the emergence of new high performers begin to manifest
themselves.
In this paper we will take a deep dive into how the manager becomes an eﬀective coach. We
will cover the following components:

a

Deﬁning what exactly coaches do

a

Analyzing what your managers are doing now How coaching actually works

a

Keeping managers motivated

a

The investment required—The 10,000 Hour / 2-Year Challenge

a

The importance of "face time" Deﬁning outcomes

a

The importance of commitment and when it is no longer a coaching conversation

a

5 steps for getting started
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Coaching Is a Coachable Skill
Recall the case study (called "A typical situation: "Try harder!") in the ﬁrst white paper in this
series. Joe is a newly-promoted sales manager who feels that any underperforming employee
simply lacks commitment. This, despite the fact that Maureen, who is one of those
underperformers, was a crackerjack marketer for the company, has superior product
knowledge and an excellent rapport with her sales prospects. Also that Jason, one of the top
performers, resents and avoids management from Joe and is ready to leave the company.
Both employees have tremendous commitment, but neither has much conﬁdence in Joe. Joe
in turn is frustrated with his sales team, whom he blames for standing in the way of his
advancement. His solution? Ride them hard. They will come around (if they know what's good
for them).
Let us examine what happens when Joe expresses his frustration to his boss.

A Typical Situation
Peter Hardesty is the VP of Sales, and he has travelled from headquarters in Atlanta, Ga., too
meet Joe in New Jersey. There is little Peter hasn't seen or done in his 11 years as a regional
sales manager before he was promoted to VP. He is well respected for his balanced yet very
ambitious and successful spirit, so, Peter is often sought out by junior and senior managers to
run an idea through in order to get the best outcome.
"So it's no surprise to you, the numbers are down for the East Coast region," says Peter. Joe
nods. "Do you have any theories why?"
"I do," says Joe. He proceeds to unload on Peter, who listens quietly, occasionally asking,
"Anything else?" Joe complains bitterly about "Joe's Average Joes" and the underperformers.
He tells Peter that the pressure of meeting quota is hard to bear. "I know we're not
performing," he says. "Believe me Peter, it's not laziness on my part. I'm trying."
"I know you are," says Peter. "But you've just told me that seven out of your 10 people don't
try hard enough. What do you think the solution is?"
"Giving it to them with both barrels," says Joe. "Maybe replacing the bottom three. Remember
Jack Welch believes in ﬁring the bottom performers."
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Peter nods. "What kind of coaching time do you spend with those seven?"
"I'm on the phone with them once a day," says Joe. "Phil, our lowest performer, is due here at
the end of the week to hear the 'riot act.'"
"What do you usually tell those seven?"
"Usually I say something like, 'Quota is this, your numbers are only this, here's what I expect."
"And?"
Joe is silent.
"Let me point out three things," says Peter. "First, it's hard to believe that seven out of 10
people are just hog lazy. If laziness is the only explanation for not making numbers, then that
makes you lazy. See my point?
"That brings me to a second point. A quota is a number. It isn't a skill that you can learn. It's
not even an obstacle you can overcome. It sounds like you're not asking your people what's
getting in their way. Do you?"
"I don't, really. Carl (Joe's Sales Director) kind of browbeat me, and I guess I do the same."
"Yeah," says Peter, "And you responded to that. But you're the rare person who does. My third
point—and you may not like this—is that you need to get into the ﬁeld more. Once a month at
least with your average Joe's. And listen to them. Find out what's going on."
Here's what we'll do," says Peter. "Let's you and I have a standing appointment to talk on the
phone, every day, ﬁve o'clock. I'll want to hear what's going on with your people in the ﬁeld,
and how you're advising them."
"Wait a minute," says Joe. "You're talking about coaching me."
"Of course," says Peter. "But not about selling. About coaching."
Joe is silent for a time. "This is humiliating."
"Why?"
"Coaching's for underperformers. And junior-level people."
Peter shakes his head. "Coaching's for anybody, . Yeah, younger people tend to need it more,
but you can hit an obstacle at any point in your career. You were great on a team, Joe, you
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knew how to motivate your peers and you bothered to help them when they struggled. And
you were great at closing. Those are two things you can teach people. But you're also a leader
now, and that requires a whole new skills set."
Joe laughs cynically. "Why not just ﬁnd someone who's better at it?"
"For the same reason you can't just replace seven of your 10 people," says Peter. "It would be
demoralizing to the remaining three. And it would make us a lousy company to work for."

A Typical Situation:
"You Want to Coach Me?"
Joe is managing to numbers and tasks—he is not managing people. If Joe handled his team
diﬀerently what might his world (and his team's) look like instead?
Maureen, an underperformer with potential, would become a high performer, and Joe would
have four top sales people, not three (or only two, if Jason leaves.) Joe would not be frustrated
and fearful of failure, would perhaps even enjoy his current role rather than consider it a rung
in the ladder of his upward climb. It might even help Joe climb that ladder faster. His team
would not have sidebar conversations about Joe, would not be waiting for him to move on or
thinking of moving on themselves, and would not be treading water in their performance.
They might be out there working above and beyond to achieve both personal and
professional success—might even work hard out of loyalty to Joe! In short Joe would actually
be leading a high-performance team, rather than getting in its way.

How Coaching Really Works,
and What it Achieves
Joe puts the impetus for improvement squarely on his employees. But coaching is about
working in partnership with someone, being trusted, respected, and helping the other achieve
personal and professional success. When you have listened to someone at a deep level, and
helped another to solve problems, to make the most of opportunities, to plan next steps, to
see perspectives they may not have considered, then you are coaching.
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Coaching is not simply cheerleading either; it is a continuous improvement methodology, one
which produces measurable results. A study of Fortune 1000 companies1 (provocatively
subtitled "With Returns a CFO Could Love") revealed a return-on-investment of more than
500% in the cost of coaching programs. The survey discovered that coaching within those
organizations produced these demonstrable results:

a
a
a
a

A 53% increase in productivity
A 32% increase in retention of senior people
Cost reductions of 23%
A 23% increase in bottom line proﬁtability

Those same organizations reported improved working relationships between managers and
direct reports; more eﬀective team building and conﬂict reduction; and better business
relationships with clients. These are intangible factors, but are behind those measurable
successes like a 32% increase in retaining senior employees.
During the opportunities we have had to support companies aspiring to improve their
coaching culture and subsequent positive impact, Atomus has seen many of the above
beneﬁts made real. Managers who are eﬀective coaches can delegate tactical work to their
protégés, which enables those managers to devote more of their time to such strategic work
as planning, forecasting and gathering competitive intelligence. Also true, those managers
develop a deep "bench" of talent, which is ready to step in when those managers advance.
Because those employees have a chance for advancement, they are highly motivated to
perform.
Those employees are motivated because coaching sends them the message that they are
valued, valuable and trusted; they are far more motivated by appreciation than they are by
any reprimand.

Stuck In the 1960s (And Before)
Despite all the evidence of the beneﬁts and impact of coaching (about 37 million articles and
other assets on an Internet search of "beneﬁts of coaching"), it has yet to be broadly accepted
as a superior and indeed preferred method than managing to numbers and tasks.
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Thomas G. Crane's book The Heart of Coaching includes an excellent section on the human
case for coaching. It speaks to how we still operate under an autocratic, military style
"command and control' model that worked when countries were at war. Douglas McGregor in
his 1960 book The Human Side of the Enterprise describes Theory X and Y, by which
management assumes that either all people are inherently lazy, uncreative and need clear
direction and penalties and therefore need carrots or sticks to get them to do things…..and it
is true—these approaches do have a time and place. But seriously—is that it—is that the best
we can do for people?
Could we for a moment imagine that as human beings we could ﬁnd the time, energy and
inclination to invest in people? That we help people succeed both professionally and
personally, that they can see how they make a diﬀerence for themselves, for the team, for the
business, for the customer? That we as leaders give them time, share our visions,
communicate clearly, challenge them, guide them, value them, reward them, listen to them,
encourage them, help them learn and grow, and in turn receive the same consideration from
our bosses?
Leaders today should be honestly baﬄed as to why managers persist in using wartime and
arcane methodologies rather than nudging towards the 21st century and making
extraordinary things happen for our businesses, our people and ourselves.
Part of the problem may be that companies do not yet value this most eﬀective of human
skills. But perhaps as well, they are unwilling to invest the time in this these skills?

The Investment Required –
The 10,000 Hour / 2 Year Challenge
Talent is the subject of such bestsellers as Malcolm Gladwell's Outliers, Geoﬀ Colvin's Talent is
Overrated, and Daniel Coyle's The Talent Code. Each of these books leverages the work of
Professor K. Anders Ericsson, who studied how expert performers achieve superior
performance. Anders observed that expert performance requires what he called "Deliberate
Practice." You need approximately 10,000 hours of practicing 'it' (be it playing violin,
performing surgery, or becoming an eﬀective coach) to get really, really good.
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Perhaps 10,000 hours is unrealistic to ask of managers (though those hours quickly add up),
so thinking conservatively, let us assume that 1,000-1,500 hours enables you to become fair to
good at some skill.
Let us look at a company looking for a quick ﬁx to its coaching performance. We will assume
that the average manager works 45 hours per week, which includes the manager coaching
three employees, and spending two hours of coaching with each. That equates to a total of six
hours. (By coaching we are talking about eﬀective coaching, which is focused upon skills and
behaviors versus tactics and numbers.) So:

49 working weeks in a year (allowing three weeks of vacation)
x 6 hours per week = 294 hours of coaching per year.

In eﬀect, if no other training or reinforcement opportunity presents itself that manager will
take four years of practice to become a reasonably good coach.
Great coaches need time to develop, need direction, and need recognition or rewards to stay
motivated. Coaching cannot be learned in a 4 hour workshop or a short eLearning program
on "how to write good coaching notes" (though both are certainly valuable ways to learn
coaching and should be factored into the cumulative tally of time and skill development).
If your organization determines that:
n

Coaching is important to the organization

n

It is committed to developing the best talent it can ﬁnd and invest in

n

It wants extraordinary performance from its people

Then a useful goal is to set a minimum of two years of coaching-focused development in any
employee (manager or front-line employees) where the emphasis is on tracking ability,
continuous improvement, reward and recognition.
The good news is that if you allow managers the time to practice coaching, and if you hold
them accountable for coaching, then you can shorten the timeline signiﬁcantly. What you as a
company treat as strategic and focus upon, will grow with a little nurturing.
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Deﬁne What Exactly Coaches Do and
Analyze What Your Managers Are Doing Now
People need to be crystal clear on what coaches do.
Frederick Hudson's The Handbook of Coaching, takes a deep dive into the psychology and
philosophy of coaching and coaches. It is a dense text, tough read for many, but the essence
of Hudson's message is that coaches:
"…are people who are trained and devoted to guiding others into increased competence,
commitment and conﬁdence. They motivate people around them with new hope, purpose
and concrete steps for sustaining a cautious optimism. Eﬀective coaches model the future
because they are willing to invent it, design it and insist on it. They see change as an asset
for getting the job done, rather than a reason to be afraid."2
Once your organization sets coaching targets, it is critical that people are tracked as to how
they are actually delivering against those targets. Just as sales targets are scrutinized,
coaching activity should be overseen and adjusted as needed.
Below is an example of how such active attention can reveal which managers are ﬁnding time
to be with their people and to make a diﬀerence to the organization, and which are not. The
ﬁnal column details the number of times a manager actually created a coaching form/note
that a direct report could access and review at a later date.
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Observe how many of these steps call for follow-up. Organizations invest enormous sums of
money into developing their people—often focused upon technical skills. But training without
follow-up is simply ineﬀective. Failure to coach an individual in the new skill results in 88% of
that knowledge being lost within 60 days.

Time Between Coaching and Documentation

Coaching forms and notes have the most impact if completed and sent to an individual within
48 hours of a coaching conversation. The chart below shows that in this case it is only the
minority of managers who actually do that.
We could cite many more real examples and at least 40 data points that we believe should be
measured if you really want to understand coaching in your organization. The truth is until
you start to look at what your managers are doing, you really have no idea what they are
doing (and neither do they).
The bad news is that to extract this level of data regularly and easily into reports that make
logical sense in a timely fashion you will need the assistance of an automated coaching tool.
The good news is, once you start to review activity at this level, behaviors change, impact is
realized and positive changes follow.
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The Importance of Shared Commitment
Thus far we have put the impetus for coaching squarely upon managers. But if coaching is to
make any positive change, then the person you coach must be willing and able to learn from
you—to listen, understand, and ultimately change their behaviors. Each must trust the other
and know that you both invested in the employee's performance and ultimate success and
are willing to take the time and eﬀort to improve it. The slightest whiﬀ of a lack of
commitment, disengagement, ambivalence or confusion from either erodes that trust, and
then you will be lucky for change to come slowly—if at all. This is called disengagement.
What is important when someone seems uncommitted is to acknowledge that both parties'
needs play important roles in the long-term success of most relationships, and each deserves
respect and consideration. It is also key that managers check inside their own heads and
hearts to see where their commitment levels lie. In Joe's case, he believes that
underperformers are uncommitted; but his commitment is to his own advancement, not that
of his direct reports, indeed he even refutes the need for coaching for himself from his
manager.
In workplace conﬂicts, diﬀering needs are often at the heart of bitter disputes. Joe is
frustrated with his direct reports, and they with him. When people can recognize the
legitimacy of conﬂicting needs and become willing to examine them in an environment of
compassionate understanding, it opens pathways to creative problem solving, team building,
and improved relationships. Commitment must be 100% on both sides, not 100% divided
between two people.

The Importance of Face Time
We have covered the importance of skills building (remember the 1,000 hours), and the
impact great coaching can have. But here are some more statistics—and scary ones. The
coaching consultancy Partners in Excellence conducted a survey in 20073, asking managers
how frequently they had coaching/mentoring meetings with their people. For companies
having revenue of $100 million or more, the survey revealed the following:
n
n
n
n

5% of managers had weekly coaching/mentoring sessions with their people
27% had monthly meetings
38% had quarterly coaching/mentoring meetings
And the remainder held only annual meetings, or held no meetings with any regularity
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Smaller companies fared better with 46% of the managers having weekly or monthly
meetings. But—and it is a big "but"—it is no wonder that we get into the messes we do if we
never see our people. By the time we get to see or hear about an issue or concern, so much
time has passed there is a sense of inevitability, or predetermined failure. That neglect is
unfair to the employee and unproductive.

Keeping Managers Motivated
When managers do not practice coaching consistently and do not get rewarded for coaching,
it is very easy for them to grow bored and ambivalent to the coaching process. Coaching
becomes another chore that distracts them from their work and doesn't help anyone. You see
a gentle sinking of enthusiasm initially and then—boom—no one is performing well. The
exceptions may be those who were exceptional performers to begin with and do not know
any other way. But they will eventually get angry and frustrated if their eﬀort is not rewarded,
if they see the better political players get advancement, if they know that those getting the
accolades are earning that right by covertly following a diﬀerent set of rules... and then, they
leave.
So how can you keep people motivated, both managers and front-line employees?
n

n
n

n

Help both managers and employees to understand what coaching is and how they can
beneﬁt from it
Have managers receive coaching, and train them to coach others
Ask managers to start coaching key staﬀ members and to use coaching skills throughout
the day Train people to coach others
Reward and publicly recognize people for great coaching and make sure it is done
frequently and in a timely manner, not once a year
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5 Steps for Getting Started
What steps then must an organization take to turn its managers into coaches? Atomus
suggests ﬁve distinct steps:
STEP 1. Seek commitment from the highest level of the organization to create a coaching
culture. Like any strategy, creating a coaching culture will take an investment of time and capital.
STEP 2. Train managers on what coaching is, and how to practice coaching deliberately,
purposefully and consistently. There should be a standard coaching model, methodology and
tracking system in place. Ideally, manager/coaches receive annual certiﬁcation in coaching
abilities, they are assessed by external coaches, and receive individual development plans
created following the assessments. Scores/ratings should be measured for improvements and
areas of training and development need.
STEP 3. Conduct regular, structured "coach-the-coach" sessions. These should be group
sessions, with peer review of "case-studies" and if possible, professional external coaches as
assessors.
STEP 4. Solicit regular feedback from the people being coached, to assess the coaches' ability
to coach against speciﬁc competencies and leadership qualities.
STEP 5. Track, reward and recognize great coaching, and consider your approach if people
aren't following the rules.
These ﬁve steps are not a one-time roadmap, but a continuous improvement methodology,
akin to Total Quality Management (TQM), Six Sigma or lean manufacturing. Like those
methodologies it must have mechanisms in place to repeat the process.
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Conclusion: Seek Motivation, Always
A catchphrase in managing a business change is to "seek employee buy-in." That guarantees
success, as every employee, at every level, is eager for the change to succeed. Certainly a
front-line employee is motivated to keep a job, but, managers must demonstrate that same
commitment.
Managers, need to demonstrate a commitment to improvement by ﬁrst assessing their own
skills, as a coach and a manager. They need to understand ﬁrst and foremost that they are in
part, responsible for an employee's performance gap, and responsible for helping the
individual for bridge that gap.
This in turn fosters trust with employees. If they understand that both parties are responsible
for their improvement, and committed to that improvement, then as a rule managers will ﬁnd
that people do not resent coaching; they embrace it.
1

Manchester Review, 2001, Vol. 6, 1; and Executive Coaching - With Returns A CFO Could Love

2

Frederick M. Hudson, The Handbook of Coaching

3

David Brock, "I Just Don't Have Time to Coach! A Crisis in People Development,"
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Atomus create software and mobile applications for businesses on the move. Atomus harness
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improving customer interactions, deliver “on-brand” behaviors and enhance retention and pull
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Glossary of Terms
Coaching - Individualized teaching, generally by a manager or peer, to develop an employee's
speciﬁc skills or skills sets. Usually employed to rectify a performance gap, or develop new
and needed skills.
Development - A combination of education, training and coaching generally targeting
organizational, professional or personal goals. Development may be individual (employee
development), or, more widespread (organizational development, human resource
development).
Education - A knowledge-based understanding of a skill or subject. Diﬀerent from training: An
individual is educated about surgery in a classroom, but trained in the operating room.
Mentoring - Individualized teaching, in which a manager or peer shares speciﬁc expertise
with protégés to develop a deeper understanding of, or greater eﬀectiveness in, their current
roles. Used to develop talent and cross-functional relationships, enhance collaboration and
nurture in-house expertise.
Metrics - Speciﬁc measurements used to deﬁne an organization's coaching culture. Often
numerical, but not exclusively. Examples include these:
o What are our reps' three weakest skills across teams, and nationally?
o What are the top three skills currently being coached in the ﬁeld this month?
o Are managers correctly using and implementing the organization's coaching and/or sales
model on every call?
On-Boarding - Orientation for new employees, educating them in organizational processes
(like reporting time and attendance, ﬁlling out expense reports).
Performance Gap - A diﬀerence between performance expectations and actual performance.
Process Reengineering - Altering a process to achieve organizational goals or rectify an
organizational performance gap. In these cases, the process is "at fault" for
underperformance, rather than employees.
Root-Cause Analysis - A systematized approach to identifying the cause of a defect (be it in
product, process or employee performance). Generally an evidence-based approach, based
on observation of a repeated phenomenon (like product defects from a particular machine).
Training - A performance-based learning of a subject or task, developed by doing. An
individual is educated about driving in the classroom, but trained in the driver's seat.
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